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The study of marketing research has developed very
rapidly within recent years. This incredible advance of
marketing research clearly signifies the importance of this
field to any business organization. The success of a research
project in turn depends upon the techniques being used.
Numerous books have been written on this subject, yet none
has given special references to the techniques used in Hong
Kong. It is, therefore, the author's intention to survey
the techniques used in Hong Kong marketing research, and
hope this paper will be of some use to those seeking to
know the general situation of Hong Kong marketing research.
This paper consists of four chapters. Chapter I
is an introduction and sketches the inter-relationship
among marketing, marketing research and techniques with
reference to the United States as she is considered the
most advanced country in these fields. In a later part,
the author explains the reasons and methodology of this
study. Chapter II describes the techniques used in Hong
Kong by marketing research practitioners. Chapter III
evaluates these techniques in terms of their special
application to Hong Kong. Finally, Chapter IV serves as
a summary and suggestion for future improvements.
It is very difficult to carry out researches in
Hong Kong due to the lack of secondary data. The author
2has made strenuous efforts to discover some relevant
information on this study, but in vain. Therefore, this
study had perforce to be based entirely on information
gathered from some companies which responded favourably.
The author was indeed fortunate for this co-operation
which was subject to an agreement that the marketing
research activities they perform will remain anonymous.
Hence, the results must be kept in the strictest confidence.
The completion of a study of this kind depended
upon many people. The author is greatly indebted to Dr.
C.T. Chen, Head of the Department of Business Management,
New Asia College, the Chinese University of Hong Kong and
Mr. Joseph L. Bevirt, marketing research manager of Dow
Chemical Company A. G. Without their constant help and
guidance, this study could not have been completed.
Gratitude is also be extended to those co-operating companies,
without whose kind assistance, I would have lacked encourage-
ment. Thanks should also be given to some of the author's
classmates who helped with the typing and proof-reading.
Finally, the author wishes it to be known that only
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
IMPORTANCE OF MARKETING TO BUSINESS ORGANIZATION
Nowadays, business organization depends heavily on
consumers. In other words, the production-oriented concept
has given way to the market-oriented one and, the survival
of a company relies chiefly on whether it can find a market
for its products. Other things being equal, the company
which can locate its market will be in a better competitive
position than one which cannot. We can further examine
this situation by referring to the following Figure I.
FIGURE I








2In a manufacturing industry when cash is invested
simultaneously with labor, material and machinery, production
begins. After a series of production processes, finished
goods are turned out. If there is a market available, the
finished goods are sold and when the accounts receivable
are realized, cash is again to hand and re-invested into
the process if necessary. In a non-manufacturing industry,
money is spent in exchange for finished goods and the same
cycle is repeated as in the manufacturing industry. We can
clearly see that in both instances, the primary function of
this system depends pretty much on the transfer of finished
goods into cash, i.e., from the producer to the ultimate
consumer. The ability to sell is the key factor of a
company's survival. Without sales, there is no income for
the business.
We can further examine the importance of marketing
by referring to the following facts: 1
1. Volume of goods handled by marketing institutions
in the United States in 1964 was estimated to be U.S.$260
billion.
2. People employed in marketing in the United States
for the same year was about 11.9 million, or over 16 percent
of the then United States total labor force.
Therefore, in view of its importance, marketing is
1Charles F. Phillips and Delbert J. Duncan, Marketing
(Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1964), pp. 1112.
3receiving ever increasing attention by the business world.
In the 1970s, because of the three trends in industry and
company, i.e., increase in size, greater diversification
and international expansion, marketing will become a more
complex and more challenging activity.1
Getting a product into the consumer's hand is not
an easy task. Since the consumer is a human being and is
subject to environmental changes and his own motivation,
we need a systematic study of the characteristics of our
market and consumer. That is where marketing research comes
into effect.
Marketing research, as an organized study, originated
only some forty years ago.2 Due to its significance to
business activities, it has developed so rapidly that today
virtually. every big company in the United States devotes
some effort to this field.
Briefly, marketing research is 'the gathering,
recording and analyzing of all facts about problems related
1Robert D. Buzzell, What's Ahead for Marketing
Managers? Journal of Marketing (January, 1970), pp. 3-6.
2David A. Revzan, Perspectives for Research in
Marketing (Berkeley: Institute of Business and Economic
Research, Graduate School of Business Administration,
University of California, Berkeley, 1965), p. 55.
4to the transfer and sale of goods and services from
producer to consumer.'- Another definition indicating its
scope is given by the U.S. Department of Commerce in 1932•
Marketing research is 'the study of all problems relating
to the transfer and sale of goods and services between
producer and consumer, involving relationships and adjust-
ments between production and consumption, preparation of
commodities for sale, their physical distribution, whole-
sale and retail merchandising and financial problems
concerned. 2 A further definition is given by David A.
Revzan as: 'Marketing research involves the critical
investigation and analysis of both quantitative and quali-
tative data and materials in order to seek for, or to
develop, basic principles or generalizations pertaining to
the whole field or to its basic subdivisions, i.e., to the
processes and functions by which goods and services move,
in a physical sense, from points of production to points
of intermediate and ultimate use, and, additionally, in
such a manner as to maximize alternatives for all participants
-:.'Report of the Definitions Committee, Journal of
Marketing, Vol. XII (October, 1948), p. 210. Reprinted in
Harper W. Boyd and Ralph Westfall, Marketing Research
(Revised ed. Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,
1964), p. 4.-
2U.S. Department of Commerce, Market Research Agencies,
(U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1932),
Reprinted in Robert Ferber, Statistical Techniques in Market
Research (New York: Mcgraw-Hall Book Company, Inc., 1949),
p. 5.
5at all levels . ' t
These definitions emphasize gathering of all facts
about marketing problems. This is important because unless
a systematic and comprehensive study of any marketing problem
is carried out, a risk will always exist which may jeopardise
a decision made on incomplete information. Further emphasis
should be placed on the objectivity and accuracy in gathering,
recording and analyzing such data. Steps should be directed
towards getting the right and relevant information for
satisfying the pre-determined objectives. Decision based
on inaccurate or incomplete information is always detrimental
to any business organization.
1David A. Revzan, Perspectives for Research in
Marketing (Berkeley: Institute of Business and Economic
Research, Graduate School of Business Administration,
University of California, Berkeley, 1965), pp. 57-58.
6IMPORTANCE OF MARKETING RESEARCH
In 1947, it was estimated that only some U. S . _$ 50
million a year was spent on marketing research in the
United States. 1 Twenty-two years later, in 1969, this
amount increased to almost U.S.$600 million.2 This
tremendous increase signifies the gradual acceptance of
the marketing research functions by the top management.
What, actually, can marketing research do for the
top management decision-making process? Boyd and Westfall
summarized the most common functions as follows : 3
1. The setting of company objectives. Marketing
research can help a company in setting its short and long
term objectives. Since most companies are market-oriented,
research can help to determine the characteristics of the
consumers, their preference, the market share and potential
for different products, information concerning competition,
etc. On the basis of such information, a company can
formulate its objectives to cope with the ever changing
1Harper W. Boyd and Ralph Westfall, Marketing
Research (Revised ed. Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin,
Inc., 1964), p. 23.
2John G. Keane, Some Observations on Marketing
Research in Top Management Decision Making, Journal of
Marketing (October, 1969).
3Harper W. Boyd and Ralph Westfall, Marketing
Research (Revised ed. Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin,
Inc., 1964), p. 5.
7environment.
2. Develop plans of action. In order to achieve
the predetermined objectives, plans should be developed
and carried out efficiently. Marketing research can help
a company in structuring plans such as product and product
line, channels of distribution, personal selling, advertis-
ing and pricing, etc.
3. Organization. Marketing research can help to
evaluate the organization of a company. Sales organization
research and sales management research are typical examples.
4. Control and reappraisal. Marketing research is
often used to control and reappraise performances. It
applies to all previous steps, i.e., objectives, plan of
action and organization. Such control and reappraisal includes
advertising research in studying the effectiveness of advertise-
ment, out-let research in studying the performance of dis-
tribution channel, etc. Hence, marketing research is a
constant feedback on performance.
Keane also examined the role of marketing research
in top management decision-making in the October 1969 issue
of Journal of Marketing.1 He emphasized that marketing
1John G. Keane, Some Observations on Marketing
Research in Top Management Decision Making, Journal of
Marketing . (October, 1969), pp. 10-15.
8Research is needed more and more in top level decision-
making. Yet he warned that management and marketing-
research often have conflicts between one and the other.
It is only through a mutual understanding within these
two parties that research will become an effective arm of
the organization. He summarized the functions performed
by marketing research to top management in flow chart
Figure II.
Hence, we can see marketing research exerts influence
to practically every function a company performs. The
importance can further be substantiated by the American
Marketing Association Study.1 About 60 percent of the
companies reporting to the study have a formal research
department. The resultant breakdowns are in Tables I and II.
1Harper W. Boyd and Ralph Westfall, Marketing Research
(Revised ed. Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1g ),
Pe. 240
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PERCENTAGE OF COMPANIES HAVING FORMAL RESEARCH
DEPARTMENT IN U.S.A. (BY INDUSTRY GROUP)
Percentage Having
Industry Croup Formal Research Department
Advertising agencies 71.9
Publishing and broadcasting 71.8
Manufacturers - consumer goods 62.2
Manufacturers - industrial goods 59.1
Retailing and wholesaling 46.a
All others ........................................ 46.8
Source: Harper W. Boyd and Ralph Westfall, Marketing
Research (Revised ed. Homewood-, Illinois:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1964), p. 24.
We can see in Table II that 93 percent of those
companies having a net annual sales over U.S,$500 million
had a formal marketing research department. However, if we
include those companies who sub-contract their research
problems to outside research firms, the percentage will be
much higher.
All these evidences clearly demonstrate the importance
of marketing research to a business organization. We can
expect in the 1970s, marketing research will exert more and
more influences on the business world providing its informa-
tion is accurate and relevant. Therefore, we should turn and
see what influence the validity of marketing research.
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TABLE II
PERCENTAGE OF COMPANIES HAVING FORMAL RESEARCH
DEPARTMENT IN U.S.A. (BY NET ANNUAL SALES)
Net Annual Sales Percentage Having Formal
(In Millions of U.S. Dollars) Research Department





$200 -500 ………………………………………… 89,2
Over $500 ................................. 93.0
Source: Harper W. Boyd and Ralph Westfall, Marketing Research
(Revised ed.Homewood, Illinois: .Rixard D. Irwin,
Inc. , 1964) , p. 24.
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IMPORTANCE OF TECHNIQUES IN MARKETING RESEARCH
We have seen the influences marketing research
had on a business organization. Now we turn and see what
influences the functioning of marketing research.
Marketing research functions, according to Boyd and
Westfall, can be divided into seven steps.1
1. Formulate the problem
2. Determine sources of information
3. Prepare the data collection forms
4. Design the sample
5. Collect the information in the field
6. Edit, code, tabulate and analyze the data
7. Prepare the research report
These seven steps are not mutually independent, in
fact, they are inter-correlated. Each step is dependent to
a certain extent on other steps. Planning of a specific
step may have to take other steps into consideration. A
good example may be when drafting a questionnaire, one has
to consider the means of getting the accurate information
to solve the problem already defined as well as to ease
1Harper W. Boyd and Ralph Westfall, Marketing
Research (Revised ed. Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin,
Inc., 1964), p. 204.
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the field work and the final tabulation procedure.
On the other hand, these seven steps have several
quite distinct activities. Initially, at the planning
stage, each step should be considered thoroughly. The
success of any marketing research project depends pretty
much on the functioning and coordination of these seven
steps. If any one step in the procedure is ill-planned,
no matter how well the other steps are conducted, the
study is not likely to succeed.
However, within each step, the predominant factor
for its success is the techniques being used. There is an
old saying'Every road leads to Rome,' but the trouble is
to find the shortest and the most accurate route. The same
is for marketing research. Within each step, there are
many techniques to accomplish the same goal. Success
depends on the employment of techniques which can result
in accurate data and involve the least amount of expendi-
ture. We will further examine how techniques can dominate
the success of each individual step.
Though in formulating the problem, the influence
that techniques exert is far less important than other
steps, yet management should anticipate all of the steps
which must be taken afterwards, and this involves a certain
amount of techniques. Usually the problem is formulated
at top management level, and then passed on to the research
department or outside research firms for a closer investi-
14
gation. The environment and surrounding of the specific
problem should be analyzed and the goals and objectives
defined.
In determining sources of information, the
importance of techniques comes in. Firstly, the researcher
should determine which way he should go, i.e., primary
data or secondary data. If he decides to refer to second-
ary data first, he should know the advantages and limita-
tions of such data. Furthermore, he should know where to
find them and how to utilize them. All these involve a
great deal of techniques.
If the researcher decides to obtain primary data,
he has to choose between the survey method and observational
method.1 When the observational method is chosen, the
researcher is faced with the alternatives of different type
of observational studies structured, unstructured, natural
situation or artificial situation. Further, he has to
decide on the means of observation, i.e., whether by using
observer, audimeter, eye-camera or other kinds of mechanical
instruments. If the survey method is used, there exists
different types of survey studies. He can choose among the
combination of structured, non-structured, disguised and
1David J. Luck, Hugh G. Wales , and Donald A. Taylor,
Marketing Research (Japan: Maruzen Co., Ltd. for Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 19 1 , p. 121.
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non-disguised. At another level, he can select the method
to communicate with his respondents either by using personal.
interview, telephone or mail. At a still. further level,
he should design the format of the data collection form.
This form is aimed at collecting information pertaining to
the solution of the.defined problem. Therefore, the form
should be constructed in such a way that pertinent answers
can surface with the least amount of refusal and objection.
All these procedures require a great deal- of techniques.
If unsuitable techniques are used, information. gathered
will not represent a true picture of the actual situation,
and decision based on these distorted results will be
extremely risky.
Sampling is another area where a tremendous amount
of techniques and skills are needed. Firstly, the
researcher has to decide which sampling method he should
use. Before doing this, he should have full knowledge of
the advantages and disadvantages of different sampling
methods. Usually, he can only choose between probability
sampling and non-probability sampling method. Within each
category, there are several alternatives. Secondly, after
the sampling method is decided, he is still faced with a
further problem of determining the sample size. Again,
there are numerous elements which influence his decision.
Accuracy may be one, and cost'involved may be another.
Given these limitations, the researcher must have the
skill to decide what is best for each specific project.
16
Collecting information from the field serves as
another area where techniques employed can have great.
influences on the results gathered. The researcher should
anticipate errors which will result from the field work,
and try to eliminate such nlistakes. These errors consist
mainly of nonresponse errors and response errors, though
Deming classified them into thirteen factors.1 Nonresponse
errors emerge when the respondent is not at home or that
he refuses to answer. Response errors come both from the
interviewer and the respondent. Such errors occur when
the interviewer selects the wrong respondent, mal-function
of the interviewing process, interviewer cheating, etc.
Hence, only interviewers of high calibre should be recruited,
and they should be trained substantially before they are
put into the field. Even if they are already in the field,
considerable amount of control and checking should be
established because only through these processes can we
assure ourselves that the data we want is being obtained.
Editing, coding, tabulating and analyzing the data
require a considerable amount of skills, although these
techniques are quite universal. The researcher has to
check each questionnaire for completeness, legibility,
1W. Edwards Deming, On Errors in Survey, American
Sociological Review, IX (August, 1944), p.p. 359-360.
Reprinted in Marketing Research, ed. by Hiram C. Barksdale
and William M. Weilbacher (New York: Ronald Press Company,
1966), p. 408.
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consistency, understandability, adherence to sampling
instruction, etc.1 Coding is usually done before hand
at the questionnaire design stage, but it should be
checked thoroughly to ensure that no question is uncoded.
In tabulation, the researcher has to face the choice of
machine versus manual. Also, he should determine signi-
ficant differences and try to explain the reasons for
such differences. Finally, he has to understand the
findings and prepare to make recommendations.
After a project is finished, the work of a
researcher is not completed yet. He should follow up
and see that his recommendations are taken into considera-
tion. Very often management neglects the research report
and the researcher has to persuade them to pay more atten-
tion to it. Even after the recommendations are adopted
the researcher should keep an eye on the progress and make
an evaluation whenever the situation demands it.
By and large, every step of the marketing research
process needs a considerable amount of skill, and the
techniques employed assures the success of each phase.
1Harper W. Boyd and Ralph Westfall, Marketing
Research (Revised ed. Homewood, Illinois: Richard D.
Irwin, Inc.,-1964), p. 516.
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OBJECTIVE, SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY
The writer has worked for three months for t1AG
marketing research department of the Dow Chemical Company
A.G. in the summer of 1969, and have thus obtained some
information of the practices utilised by Hong Kong market-
ing researchers. From this experience, it is his intention
to discuss the technique used in Hong Kong and hope that
the study can serve as an explanatory guideline for market-
ing research in Hong Kong.
The history of Hong Kong marketing.research started
only some ten years ago. In 1960, International Marketing
Research (HK) did a tourist research for the Hong Kong
Tourist Association for eighteen months. This was the first
systematic research ever attempted in Hong Kong.1 The pur-
pose of the study is 'to gather information about visitors
to the Colony on which the Association. can base future
policy in planning overseas promotion and advising on the
improvement and development of local tourist facilities.'2
The method used is to interview a sample of all visitors
in the Departures Hall at Kai Tak Airport each day and
1Personal interview with Mr. R.A. Folta, Hong Kong
Trade Development Council.
2Hong Kong Visitor's Survey, 1961/1962, (Inter-
national Marketing Research, HK), preface.
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aboard selected ships just prior to sailing.
Since then, several marketing research firms have
been established, and nearly every big foreign and local
company devotes some effort to marketing research. In 1969,
total marketing research expenditure for Hong Kong is
estimated to be H.K.$1.5 million.1
The purpose of this study is to examine the tech-
niques used in Hong Kong marketing research, their parti-
cular merits and shortcomings in Hong Kong, and hope to make
some suggestions on the improvement of marketing research.
It is emphasised this study is far from comprehensive. Its
main purpose is to give readers some ideas on the current
techniques used.
The study would be rather difficult since any
organisation will attempt to obtain its information. Even
a fruit retail hawker by the road side can get information
through asking for price quotations of different kinds of
fruit from the distribution markets. It will, of course,
involve a certain amount of marketing research. Besides,
there is no secondary data available concerning information
on companies engaged in marketing research and the people
employed in this profession. Hence, it is impossible to
decide the sample frame. The scope of this study therefore
has to be limited to member companies of the Market Research
Society of Hong Kong.
1Personal interview with Dr. J.M. Mobius, Coral Inc.
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Results obtained from this small number of companies can
only serve as an exploratory study.
The object of this study is to mail letters to
member companies of the Market Research Society of Hong
Kong asking for a personal interview. Of these, seven
replied that although they are members of the Society,
they do not engage in marketing research. Interviews are
then conducted with eleven companies according to a pre-
designed questionnaire. But due to variation of the prac-
tices being used, the writer, in his interviewing process,
has to probe occasionally for additional information.
Interviews were also carried out with the Census and Statis-
tics Department and the Trade Development Council for relevant
information.
As defiriing the problem involves a great deal of
influences by the situation and environment which each
individual company encounters, it is impossible to compare
this definition among the companies concerned. This study
has, therefore, to be limited to other steps in the marketing
research process, i.e., to determine sources of information
prepare the data collection forms design the sample collect
the information in the field edit, code, tabulate and analyze
the data and. prepare the research report.
The writer intends to group the obtained facts into
three parts. Firstly, he intends to give a general discussion
on the techniques used by most Hong Kong marketing researchers.
Secondly, he plans to evaluate these techniques in terms of
21
their effectiveness and application. to the Hong Kong
situation. Finally, he tries to make some suggestions as
toe improvement of marketing research in Hong Kong.
22
CHAPTER II
TECHNIQUES USED IN HONG KONG MARKETING RESEARCH
Myers and Samli have sketched a logical flow
chart for a research project in their presentation of
Management Control of Marketing Research, an article
which was published in the August, 1969 issue of the
Journal of Marketing Research. This chart summarized all
the steps needed to complete a research project as in
Figure III.
A closer look at this chart reveals that it is
quite similar to the-seven steps of Boyd and Westfall which
was mentioned in Chapter I. However, the step of defining
the problem varies within different companies. Hence this
study will concentrate on other steps in marketing research.
This chapter tends to describe the practices in the follow-
ing aspects:
1. General situation of Hong Kong marketing research.
2. Determine sources of information
3. Prepare the data collection forms
4. Design the sample
5. Collect information in the field
6. Edit, code, tabulate and analyze the data
7. Prepare the research report
29
Figure III
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GENERAL SITUATION OF HONG KONG MARKETING RESEARCH
As mentioned earlier, the known history of Hong
Kong marketing research started in 1960 when the Hong Kong
Tourist Association contracted the International Marketing
Research (HK) to carry out a study on tourism. This
project lasted for eighteen months and is the first systema-
tic marketing research ever done in Hong Kong. Since then,
the importance of marketing research has been gradually
recognized, and more companies have actively become involved
in the functions of marketing research. These companies can
be classified into three kinds:
1. Companies that have marketing research departments.
These are mainly foreign-based companies and large local firms.
They have a department devoted to marketing research, although
the name of the department may vary. In one company the name
'marketing research department' may be used whereas in another
company it is called 'informations department.' No matter
its nomenclature, this department engages in the searching
and analyzing of data for specific problems. These problems
are usually raised by other managing departments and then
passed on to the marketing research department for a closer
study. Hence, a marketing research department often serves
as a staff unit, offering services to other departments
when needed. Sometimes, this department will contract
research projects to. outside research firms, and supervise
closely what is going on.
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2. Marketing research firms. This category covers
companies which specifically makes it a business by selling
research information to prospective customers. Being
experts in marketing research, they are approached to carry
out surveys aimed at solving the client's specific problem.
Most research projects are one-time projects. However,
some marketing research firms also offer continuous services
on a subscription basis. At present, there are four major
marketing research companies in Hong Kong.1 All of them
appear in the membership list of the Market Research Society
of Hong Kong and they operate on a regional-basis except for
one which deals only with the Hong Kong market.
3. Monitoring service company. This category
includes those companies offering continuous monitoring
services to their subscribers, though occasionally they
might be contracted to carry out survey projects. These
services are rendered to their subscribers regularly. Such
services include newspaper advertisement clipping, radio
and television programmes and commercial recordings, etc.
At present, there is only one company which offers such
services in Hong Kong, and it concentrates only on the
advertising media.2
1Personal interview with Miss Loretta Lee, Grant
Research.
ZPersonal interview with Mr. Michael O'Neill, Market-
ing Services Hong Kong.
TABLE III












































$najor portion of research projects carried out
in Hong Kong last year is on the consumer and the market.
Table III summarizes the research activities of the eleven
companies which the writer has interviewed. It is not
strange that little industrial research projects have been
carried out as Hong Kong is mainly a market for consumer
products. These products are aimed at ultimate consumers
and therefore researches are directed towards getting
information about them, i.e., who they are, why do they buy
a particular brand over another, what is the market share
of certain brand and what is the future potential of such
a brand, which is the best media on which to launch an
advertising campaign, etc. This information can help a
company to formulate future marketing strategies in order
to compete in a highly competitive market. The majority
of research projects cover more than one topic, i.e., they
tend to have everything in one package. For example, in
one study, different sections are devoted to the consumer,
their motivation, the product, the market share and poten-
tial, the advertising media and the distribution channel,
etc. In other words, few researches are directed to study
only one aspect of the problem. Therefore, given the time
and money available for each project, the study of each
individual section cannot achieve too much depth.
27
One kind of study that is worthwhile mentioning
is the tourist research done by one research company.1
This study was contracted by the Hong Kong Tourist
Association and was aimed to provide some information
about tourists to Hong Kong. Questions were asked
regarding motivation, what they did in Hong Kong, how
much they spent, what they spent on and whether they
received value for their money, their suggestions, etc.
Since Hong Kong is heavily dependent upon tourism, this
can help the Hong Kong Tourist Association to formulate
plans to attract tourists.
Another service offered by this research company
is a syndicated service such as those offered by other
leading marketing research companies in the world. This
is operated on a aubscription basis and reports are sent
to its subscribers regularly. At present, it is offered
on two aspects: brand barometer and airline image study.
The brand barometer is aimed at measuring the percentage
of households using main consumer products, the share of
users held by each main brand, the changes between brands,
1
Personal interview with Mr. L. Jones, Far East
Research Organization.
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the reasons for changing brands, etc.1 The airline image
study makes an attempt to draft out why people choose a
particular airline, how they evaluate among different
airlines, impact of airline advertisement, etc.2 This
information can help its subscribers to improve upon their
decision making process.
Virtually all researches done in Hong Kong are ' of
quantitative analysis. Few projects, if any at all, are
conducted in a qualitative manner. This means that the
Hong Kong marketing researchers are only interested in
getting the facts about the market. They are not too
concerned with the underlying reasons and motives behind
such facts. In other words, there is no psychological or
depth studies.3 However, there is a tendency that such
studies will be popular in the near future as one research
firm has already started a depth interview.4
Seeing the need of an organized body to communicate
1Prospectus Fero Brand Barometer, (Far East
Research Organization, 1968), p. 1.
2Personal interview with Mr. L. Jones, Far East
Research Organization.
3Personal interview with Mr. D. Folta, Trade
Development Council.
4Personal interview with Mr. L. Murry, International
Research Associates.
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between marketing researchers in Hong Kong, the Market
Research Society of Hong Kong was established in 1967.
The main purpose and objectives of this Society are three
fold:
1. To promote within the business community a
better understanding of market research in terms of its
application to business problems and the procedures used
for this purpose
2. To establish technical and ethical standards
among practitioners of market research in Hong Kong
3. To develop sources of information related to
market research methods and techniques for distribution
to members.1
This society had ten educational talks in 1969.
It also held Hong Kong's first seminar on most aspects of
marketing research on January 17, 1970. Over 75 business
executives participated at this seminar which was quite a
success. Membership increased during the last year which
is a sign that marketing research is getting more attention
from the local community.
Also, two institutions help to train more marketing
research personnel. They are New Asia College and the
1Constitution of the Market Research Society of
Hong Kong, 3.
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Lingnan Institute of Business Administration of the Chinese
University of Hong Kong. However, since the enrolment is
limited, not many people benefit from these programmes.
DETERMINE SOURCES OF INFORMATION
After a problem has been defined, the next step
is to determine what information is needed and where to
find it. Usually we have two sources of information:
secondary source and primary source. While secondary data
refer to 'those data which have been compiled by some
agency other than the user,' primary data are 'those data
which have been observed and recorded by the researcher
for the first time to his knowledge.'1 The choice between
these two kinds of data depends on individual project, and
researchers often seek secondary data first before any move
is made to carry out a primary research project.
In Hong Kong virtually all marketing reaearchers
go for the secondary data first when they are faced with
problems. Of the eleven companies which the writer has
interviewed, all were committed to the secondary data
whenever on assignment. Their main sources of information
includes a Census report, Government Departmental reports
1David J. Luck, Hugh G. Wales, and Donald A. Taylor,
Marketing Research (Japan: Maruzen Co., Ltd. for Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1961), p. 95.
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such as resettlement, commerce and industry, labor, etc.,
trade statistics, reports of Housing Society and Housing
Authority. Compared to magazines and books, Government
publications are more carefully scrutinised. This
importance does not mean that they are very informative,
but rather that they are the only available materials in
Hong Kong.
With regard to how secondary data can solve their
problems in Hong Kong, all said the contribution is small
or negligible. For the four major research companies which
were members of the Market Research Society-of Hong Kong,
they use the Census Data and Housing Society or Housing
Authority report to determine their sample frame. Little
help, if any at all, can be obtained from secondary data
pertaining to the solution of the problem itself. What
the figure is lacking, according to these eleven companies,
can be summarized as follows:
1. No manufacturers' production figure. The only
exception is the textile industry.
2. Break down of import and export statistics is
inadequate. For example, in the tobacco industry, only
the total import and export figure is shown.1
1Personal interview with Mr. Allen C. K. Leung,
British-American Tobacco Company (Hong Kong) Limited.
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3, No social statistics are available. Figures
such as income group, occupation, etc., are not available.
4. Figures are not available in up-to-date form.
For example, in Census data, figure of number of persons
living in low cost housing estates are not up to date.I
No steps are taken to deal with the problem of population
mobility. 2
5. No gross national product (GNP) figure.3
However, due to the fact that some secondary data
are impossible for any individual company to obtain by
itself, e. g. Census data, import and export-data, etc.,
researchers in Hong Kong have to rely on this limited
amount of secondary data.
Most of these data, being Government publications,
can be purchased through Government book stores. They are
also available through libraries such as the City Hall
Public Library, the Chinese University Library, the Hong
Kong University Library, etc,
Other secondary material which these eleven companies
1Personal interview with Mr. L. Jones, Far East
Research Organization.
2Personal interview with Mr. D. Folta, Trade Develop-
ment Council.
3personal interview with Mr. Joseph L. Bevirt, Dow
Chemical Company, A.G.
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sometimes refer to include magazines such as the Far
Eastern Economic Review, newspapers, Chinese Chamber of
Commerce publications, Trade Development Council publica-
tions, etc. These are also available in the open market
or through libraries.
After a certain amount of desk research, if there
is still not enough data to solve the problem, which is'
in most cases true in Hong Kong, we have to go a step
further, i.e., to plan for a primary research.
PREP ARE THE DATA COLLECTION FORMS
Once the researcher has defined the problem and
has specified the information needed to solve such a
problem, he must proceed to locate that information.
Obviously it is cheaper and quicker to use secondary data
because they are readily available. But the problem of
finding accurate and pertinent ones, especially in a place
like Hong Kong where these data are not too satisfactory,
has in most cases, prompted the researcher to carry out a
primary research.
There are three kinds of primary data:
1David J. Luck, Hugh G. Viales, and Donald A. Taylor,
Marketing Research (Japan: Maruzen Co., Ltd., for Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1961)---, p. 118.
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1. Facts. They are the most definite and measura-
ble kind of data. They are the factors which have happened
subjectively or objectively. However, memories, fantasies,
exaggerations and downright lies often have significant
influences.
2. Opinions. Opinion is what one believes in his
attitudes, his evaluations, estimates and preferences-and
as such they contribute interesting information to the
marketing researcher. One has to be careful, however, of
those people who are not willing, or are unable to, formu-
late their opinions.
3. Motives. These answer the questions of why
people do certain things. They are the information that
a marketing researcher strives to get. Only through
knowing why people behave like they do, can any effort be
made to persuade them to act as he desires.
As mentioned earlier, most marketing research
done in Hong Kong are on a quantitative basis. They
studied facts and opinions of the consumer. Little atten-
tion was paid to the underlying motives. Of the eleven
companies interviewed, none indicated qualitative informa-
tion. The only contribution was the inclusion of this
information-into other studies, such as market petential
or product study. Thus, due to the complexities of the
nature of this kind of motivational study, it cannot
adequately be dealt with by one or two questions in any
one section of the questionnaire.
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Methods of getting primary data can be divided
into:
1. Survey method: This method obtains data by
asking questions of respondents.
2. Observational method: The researcher merely
observes what has happened. This can be done through
persons or some mechanical devices.
In Hong Kong, the number of projects using the
survey method is greater than those using the observational
method. A study of the eleven companies shows that 75% of
all research projects use the survey method.- This percent-
age will obviously vary with different companies and some-
times a combination of survey and observational method is
utilised in one project. In marketing research, there are
two variables, i.e., consumer and outlets. The study of
consumer is often carried out by the survey method while
the study of outlets is carried out by the observational
method. The reason for this is that in an outlet store,
where everything is put on open shelves, it is easier to
observe what has happened. Comparatively speaking, it is
difficult to observe what consumers have in their minds.
If we have decided to use the survey method, we
still have to. choose the means of obtaining the information
from either a personal interview, by mail or telephone.
In Hong Kong, a majority of surveys are conducted by personal
interviews. The eleven companies which the writer inter-
viewed confirmed that 90% of their surveys last year were
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conducted by personal interviews. The occasionally
interviews carried out by mail and telephone, were complete
failures. One example was that in the mail project to
Europeans, the response rate was only 40%. 1 It is fair to-
say that if the mail project was to Chinese, the result
would have been much worse.
Sometimes researchers in Hong Kong use the group
discussion method to obtain data from respondents. Pros-
pective respondents are asked to come to a group discussion.
During the discussion, the researcher acts as the chairman
and directs the group to a topic that he.wants. Each
respondent expresses his ideas freely and are recorded.
Since this method involves personal contact between the
researcher and the respondent with questions being asked,
the writer has classified this method as personal interview.
In a large project, this method is highly useful and can
serve as an explanatory study as well as an aid to the
design of questionnaires. The group discussion method in
a small project can well eliminate actual interviewing.
If the personal interview method is used, which
is true for most surveys in Hong Kong, we have to prepare
a questionnaire. A questionnaire is a list of questions
1Personal interview with Mr. J. Wiley, Survey
Research Hong Kong.
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to be asked of a respondent and the answers recorded. By






By structured, we mean the questionnaire is a
formal list of questions which is-exactly identical each
time when it is asked of different people. By disguised,
we mean the objective of the study is not disclosed to
the respondent.
In Hong Kong, most surveys are conducted by personal
interviews on a standardized questionnaire, except in some
group discussions, a non-structured questionnaire is used.
This has the greatest advantage as the interviewer will not
be biased towards the respondent in his answering process.
Also, researches are often conducted on a non-disguised
basis.
As to the questionnaire designing, according to
these eleven companies, no special problem exists for Hong
Kong. Although local culture has certain influences, it
1Harper W. Boyd and Ralph Westfall, Marketing
Research (Revised ed. Homewood, Illinois: Richard D.
Irwin, Inc., 1964), p. 157.
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applies also to other parts of the world. Since mo: t
studies are directed to gathering information concerning
the consumer and market, and since over 90 percent of the
Hong Kong population is Chinese (mainly Cantonese), the
questionnaire should be drafted in colloquial Cantonese.1
In a tourist research, the problem of language becomes
greater since within recent years, Japanese tourists have
increased substantially. 2
Other considerations in drafting questionnaire by
these eleven companies include objectives of a project,3
means of obtaining data, size of questionnaire, interviewing
time, etc. Nearly every questionnaire in Hong Kong market-
ing research is constructed in such a way as to be carried
out by personal interview. In most cases, the questionnaire
is short, simple, straight and arranged in a logical sequence.
A special problem which is evident to marketing
research firms in Hong Kong is that they must determine
what their client wants to know.4 On some occasions the
1Personal interview with Mr. J. Wiley, Survey
Research Hong Kong.
2Personal interview with Mr. L. Jones, Far East
Research Organization.
3Personal interview with Mr. L. Murry, International
Research Associates.
4Personal interview with Dr. J. Mark Mobuis, Coral,
Inc.
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client has not done enough background research, therefore
it is not easy to come to agreement between these two
parties.1 Hence in constructing questionnaires, these
companies encounter a further element of the client's idea.
As to the questions used in questionnaire, accord-
ing to the study, researchers tend to use more objective
questions, though subjective questions are of equal impor-
tance. Subjective questions refer to those which will
elicit a response in terms of the individual's feelings.
Objective questions are those which will cause the respon-
dent to think more in terms of what people in general think.2
While subjective questions can arouse the respondent to
reply with more freedom,3 objective questions reduce bias
since they are more tangible.4 The types of questions
asked in each individual project distribute evenly between
open-ended and close-ended questions. Open-ended questions
present a difficulty in the coding and data analysis. In
closed-ended questions, more emphasis is on the multiple-
choice system than on dichotomous questions.5 Sometimes
1Personal interview with Mr. J. Wiley, Survey
Research Hong Kong.
2Harper W. Boyd and Ralph Westfall, Marketing
Research (Revised ed. Homewood, Illinois: Richard D.
Irwin, Inc., 1964), p. 312.
3Personal interview with Dr. J. Mark Mobius, Coral, Inc.
4Personal interview with Mr. Joseph L. Bevirt,
Dow Chemical Company, A. G.
5Personal interview with Mr. Preslee, Pepsico Inc.
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the question is worded open-endedly, but the answers are
already in a multiple-choice form so that the interviewer
can easily check and eliminate errors in the recording
1
process.
Every company that the writer interviewed had
pre-tests after the questionnaire was constructed. These
pre-tests are essential since they can detach errors as
well as make improvements on the questionnaire. Sometimes
the questionnaire is tested three or four times before
the final one is accepted.2
Pre-testing in Hong Kong is usually carried out
by those well experienced in marketing research, e.g.
research directors, supervisors, senior interviewers, etc.
In marketing research firms, pre-testing is sometimes
carried out by new interviewers as part of the training
programme. The people whom they interview for the pre-
test job usually come from the same source as the actual
sample, but they are not included into the sample later
when the actual interviewing begins. Their selection is
based on the judgement of the person who carries out the
pre-tests.
1Personal interview with Mr. Joseph L. Bevirt,
Dow Chemical Company, A.G.
2Personal interview with Mr. G. C. Lam, Assistant
Statistician, Census and Statistics Department.
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DESIGN THE SAMPLE
After the questionnaire has been constructed
and tested, everything is ready for the field work. At
this stage, samples should be selected to carry out the
interviewing. Sampling methods can be grouped into two
main categories:
1. Probability sampling method. A probability
sample is one in which each set of items has a known chance
of being included in the sample.1
2. Non-probability or purposive sampling method.
This refers to those restricted to units thought by some
to be especially typical of the population or convenient
for sampling.2
Sampling methods used in Hong Kong vary greatly
according to different projects. They range from the
simplest non-probability judgement sampling to the highly
complicated probability multi-stage area sampling. However,
researchers in Hong Kong tend to use probability sample
whenever the situation permits because it is a more reliable
representation of the source.
The problem of sampling in Hong Kong is the difficul-
1Paul E. Green and Donald S. Tull, Research for
Marketing Decisions (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 19 , p. 226.
2William G. Cochran, Sampling Techniques (Tokyo,
Japan: Charles E. Tuttle Company for John Wiley Sons, Inc.,
1953) , p.. 290.
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ty in defining the sampling frame.1 For example, in an
out-let study, since a list of total out-lets in available,
samples can be drawn on a probability base. In the case
of a consumer study, no sampling frame is available and
samples cannot be drawn entirely on probability. Some
elements of judgement must enter the procedure.
It is interesting to note how the complicated multi-
stage area sampling method functions in Hong Kong. One
leading marketing research company carries its sampling
method like this:
Total Hong Kong area is divided into four areas:
1. Squatter area. Send out interviewers to map
and list all households in such areas. If the squatter
area is too big, divide it into sub-units. If it is too
small, group it into sub-groups. The purpose of such
division and grouping is to make the primary sampling units
(PSU) more or less equal in terms of size. Then each re-
grouped squatter area is a primary sampling unit.
2. Resettlement area. This includes Government
Resettlement Estates, Housing Authority Estate, Housing
Society Estates, etc. Each block is considered as one
primary sampling unit. List of household, in this case,
1Personal interview with Mr. C. Co Lam, Assistant
Statistician, Census and Statistics Department.
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can be obtained from the Government, Housing Authority,
Housing Society and so on.
3. Urban area. This includes all of Hong Kong,
all of Kowloon and all of New Kowloon. The primary sampling
unit is a city block, which is surrounded by four roads.
Interviewers ure sent out to obtain the list of households
in these blocks.
4. Rural area. This includes all New Territories.
The primary sampling unit will be the town block. Sometimes
the large size of a village can be accepted as a town block
while other small villages are grouped as one town block.
When the sampling procedure begins, the first stage
is to choose randomly among these four areas. When the
areas are determined, the second stage is to select primary
sampling units randomly within the chosen areas. The third
stage is then to choose households randomly within the
chosen primary sampling units. If desired, a fourth stage
can be launched to select persons randomly within the chosen
households. Since at each stage, every item has a known
chance of being chosen, and the sampling plan is designed
for expansion into areas, it will be considered a multi-
stage area sampling method.
In another research company, a similar sampling
method is being used. This is a combination of area and
systematic sampling. It is pretty much the same-as the
method just described, except that it starts to sample
households at random starting points. Interviewers are
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instructed to interview a specific respondent. For
example, an interviewer will be told to start from a
certain place and interview the household living on the
third floor of the fourth building on his left hand.
This random walk method, if conducted accurately, is a
kind of probability area sampling method.
The most widely used non-probability sampling
method in Hong Kong is the quota sampling. By using this
method, we must first know the characteristics of the source.
Then we select the control characteristics in setting sub-
sources, i.e. cells. Further, we allocate samples among
cells and finally select sample items. One example is to
utilise sex as the only control characteristic, if the
characteristics of the source is 60% male and 40% female,
then, if the sample size is 100, we select 60 men and 40
women. Every company the writer has interviewed used quota
samples. The most common quota in Hong Kong are sex, age,
and income.1 Of course, these quotas can be expanded to
education, literacy, ability to speak language, product
usage, etc. if desired.
Another sampling method which some Hong Kong
marketing researchers use is the judgement sampling. In
1Personal interview with Mr. J. Wiley, Survey
Research Hong Kong.
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this approach, a specialist in the subject matter of the
survey chooses what he believes to be the sample.
No company in Hong Kong uses the panel to carry
out its survey. Even those marketing research companies
which have to carry out research projects continuously do
not maintain panels. This is a particular situation in
Hong Kong which contrasts with other leading countries'
in the field of marketing research.
On the question of decision on sample sizes, the
accuracy required dominates the decision. In his study,
the writer discovered that every company gives first
priority to this element. Other elements down the ladder
are objective of a project and cost involved. A still
minor consideration is the expected level of respondent's
cooperation.
COLLECT INFORMATION IN THE FIELD
After the sample has been determined, the next
step is to go out and do the actual interviewing. As
mentioned earlier, 90 percent of the researches done in
Hong Kong are conducted by the survey method and carried
out by personal interviews and the discussion here will
concentrate on this method.
In the data collection process, it was generally
agreed by these eleven companies that the calibre of the
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interviewers and the training they received would make
a real difference in the success of field work. If these
two elements are taken into consideration, most errors
resulting from such interviews can be eliminated.
The use of interviewers differs from one project
to another. In a cigarette survey, the interviewers tend
to be male while in a household survey, female interviewers
are preferred. It is difficult to lay down any criterion
to screen interviewers, and the most common judging standards
used by Hong Kong marketing researchers are:
1. Ability. Whether the interviewer can get along
with others easily, his ethical standard, his aggressiveness,
etc.
2..Education standard. Must be school certificate
or above.
3. Age. Must be mature, yet not too old.
4. Experience..
Most of the interviewers are employed on a part-
time basis. A total of about 180 interviewers were recorded
in this study, over 150 of which were part-time interviewers.
The majority are university or post-secondary college
students.
The training programme varies among companies.
Some companies use practice interviewing as the only train-
ing tool, while others use a series of training programmes.
Since they make a business by selling research projects,
the four major research companies in Hong Kong all have a
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tough and rewarding training programme. . The training
involves two levels, i.e. training to be an interviewer
and training for each project. The programme includes
written instructions, lectures, role playing, practice
interviewing and cases, etc. Sometimes pre-tests are
carried out by new interviewers as part of the programme.
No matter how well interviewers are trained,
field supervision is a must. One expert in Hong Kong
marketing research said that supervision is the whole
essence of data.1 By this simple statement, we can see
why supervision is viewed with such importance. Super-
visors are sent out with interviewers and see how they
perform. At a later time weaknesses are discussed and
improvements sought. Even if the interviewer is off on
his own, a supervisor often goes out with him in order
to evaluate his performance. One research company has
20 percent of the total interviews being supervised.2
As to field work control, again it varies among
companies. Some companies, since their projects are
small and their marketing research budget limited, accepts
whatever is written on the returned questionnaires as
correct and starts to process them, while others use
1Personal interview with Mr. L. Jones, Far East
Research Organization.
2Personal interview with Miss Loretta Lee, Grant
Research.
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telephones to check some of the respondents to determine
if interviews have actually been carried out. But the
majority of these companies, mainly research companies,
have a very.strong checking system. Special personnel
are employed to perform the job. They are referred to as
checkers and they are strangers to the interviewers so as
to prevent any fraudulence between them. These checkers
check at least 10 percent of the total interviews done by
each interviewer by actual call back to the respondents.1
Therefore, it is not likely that any interviewer can get
away with cheating. Even if he is not discovered at any
one time, he is bound to be detached at another time. In
addition, the returned questionnaires are edited every day
to ensure that every item has been completed.
The greatest problem encountered by Hong Kong
marketing researchers in the field collection process is
refusal by the respondents. The majority of those companies
which the writer interviewed stated that refusal is very
common in consumer study. If it is a random sample where
no substitution can be made, refusal can greatly prejudice
the result.2 If it is a quota sample, the problem becomes
1_Personal interview with Mr. J. Wiley, Survey
Research Hong Kong.




Other elements which can also create problems
in Hong Kong marketing research lie mainly on the inter-
viewers' side. Although adequate training can eliminate
most elements such as wrong questions by interviewer,
interviewer's recording of answers, interviewer's general
attitude, etc., to a certain extent, their influence will
still exist. Interviewer cheating presents less of a pro-
blem if a good checking system is instituted. There should
be no difficulties on the respondent side since pre-testing
can eliminate most of the ambiguities arising from the
questionnaire.1 This study revealed that no company gives
money to its respondents as a reward for their cooperation.
Though in some cases such as group discussion and product
testing, sample products will be left to participating
respondents, money has never been a consideration. Virtually
all companies agree that monetary rewards to respondents
are not necessary. One company even concluded that such
action may render the respondent more suspicious and. may
indicate they will be billed later.2
Inc. Personal interview with Mr. Preslee, Pepsico
2Personal interview with Mr. L. Jones , Far East
Research Organization.
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EDIT, CODE, TABULATE, AND ANALYZE THE DATA
After the data have been collected, the next
step is to code, edit, tabulate and analyze such data.
Since the final recommendation is based on the analyzed
data, any mistakes made will greatly affect the reliability
of the report and eliminates every merit previously completed.
According to this study, tabulating method
used varies greatly among companies. Since their projects
are small, some companies use the manual method. In such
cases, no coding is necessary. Questionnaires are edited.
and tabulated by hand.. In some other companies, mainly
research firths, where projects are large, machines are used.
For instance, one leading marketing resear. ch company uses
the following method:1
1. Editing. Questionnaires are edited at the
office for their completeness, consistency, understandability,
legibility, etc.
2. Coding. After the questionnaires are edited,
the questions are coded. This applies only to open-ended
questions since close-ended questions are pre-coded when
the questionnaire is being drafted.
3. Final check. Every questionnaire is checked
1Personal interview with Mr. J. Wiley, Survey
Research Hong Kong.
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again to ensure everything is completed.
4. Punching. Data is punched on cards to ' be
processed.
5. Computer. The computer checks again and
see which card needs correction. After the corrections
are made, the computer starts to run.
Sometimes when the project is of medium size,
a counter-sorter will be used instead of a computer. As
to the problem arising from editing, all companies agree
that incorrect answers and incomplete answers are intoler-
able. For incorrect answers, the question is rejected. If
the question is a crucial one, the whole questionnaire is
disregarded. Where, for incomplete answers, are obtained,
the interviewer will contact the same respondent again, other-
wise these too will be excluded from the analysis. As for
don't know answers, they are considered as legitimate since
they .reveal what people really think.
There is not much difference between Hong Kong
and other parts of the world as far as this process is
concerned since it is not subject to environmental influences.
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PREPARE THE RESEARCH REPORT
This step involves the interpretation of
the analyzed data, explain the reasons for variations
and make inferences as to future actions. Since the
techniques used in Hong Kong have no bearing on those
used in other countries, it is given casual treatment
in this study. However, it does not mean that such
techniques are not important. In fact, they are very
important indeed. According to this study although all
research projects have reports, not all of them will
have recommendations. For example, in market share study,
no recommendation is needed.1 Generally speaking, in
marketing research firms, a recommendation is done only
by client's request. Often, such recommendation is not
necessary because each client, being marketing or market-
ing research personnel, is well trained in reading reports
and to infer conclusions himself.2 It was also revealed
in the study last year that no field research projects
failed in Hong Kong, and this can only mean that all
researches were successful.
1Personal interview with Mr. Joseph L. Bevirt,
Dow Chemical. Company, A.G.




EVALUATION OF THE TECHNIQUES USED IN HONG KONG
We have just discussed different techniques
used in various steps of the Hong Kong marketing research.
This chapter tends to evaluate these techniques in terms
of their effectiveness and application to the Hong Kong
situation. However, the last two steps,-i.e. to edit,
code, tabulate and analyze the data and prepare the research
report are excluded from the discussion since the techniques
and problems involved in them would make no difference
whether applied to Hong Kong, Japan, United States or even
Zambia.
SOURCE OF INFORMATION
In deciding the source of information, it was
refreshing to note that all companies tended to gather
secondary data first whenever they wanted their problems
solved. One fallacy which seems to exist in marketing
research is that researchers often carry out a field survey
immediately. In fact , this is the last thing he should do.
A field survey should be conducted only when no adequate
information is available.
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One problem encountered by marketing research
companies in Hong Kong is that some of their clients have
never done background research.1 The result is that when
a marketing research firm is contracted to carry out a
project, the project is found to be unnecessary.
The greatest advantage of secondary data lies in
the fact that it is cheaper. The researcher can eliminate
such detailed work as the preparation of questionnaires,
duplicating data-collecting forms, selecting samples,
hiring interviewers and so on. He can easily obtain all this
information from published material. The saving in cost is
tremendous. Another advantage which secondary data contri-
butes is the speed in which it obtains the desired informa-
tion. A field research will take several months, even
years to complete, while secondary data is readily avail-
able within a couple of days. This can put a company in
an advantageous position in a competitive market through
its quick decision. Still another advantage of using
secondary data is that it is available on some subject which
is impossible for any private organization to initially
collect, e. g. census data and import and export data.
The limitation of secondary data is that it is hard
to find data-which fits exactly into an existing problem
1 Personal interview with Mr. J. Wiley, Survey
Research Hong Kong.
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and which the researcher knows are in sufficiently accurate.
Secondary data can be classified into: (1) internal
data within the organization which is conducting the re-
search and (2) external data obtained from outside sources.
However, the study revealed that no data is obtained from
internal sources. A study of these eleven companies
indicated that virtually no effort was made to refer to
other departments of the same organization for information.
Such information could have helped solve problems substan-
tially. One example is that in a sales analysis, data
can be sought from the following sources:1
1) The company's financial statement
a. The balance sheet
b. The profit and loss statement
2) The accounts receivable ledger or customer ledger
3) The file of customers' orders
4) The sales compensation records
a. Salaries
b. Commission
5) The sales expense records
a. Traveling expense
b. Hotels and meals
c. Entertainment
6) Salesman's daily or weekly report
1David J. Luck, Hugh G. Wales , and Donald A. Taylor,
Marketing Research (Japan: Maruzen Cu., Ltd., for Prentice-
Hall, Inc.. 196177 D. 98.*
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Therefore, it is suggested that companies in Hong
Kong should refer to internal data in the first instance
during their problem solution. processes, This is compara-
tively easy since being a member of the same organization,
the marketing research manager knows i,.,h.at is available
from each department. The problem, if any, is to secure
the cooperation of other colleagues and to make sure such
information is pertinent to the specific project. L,ven
in a marketing research company, past resear. ch reports shouil!
be consulted before moving on to extern.al data.
The external data which Hong Kong marketing researcher s
often refer to is census and government departmental reports,
As pointed out in Chapter II, although this data has serious
discrepancies, researchers have to persist in its usage
because it is the only source of such information. These
discrepancies were caused. mainly through under-estimation
of the importance of statistics by the Hong Kong col rnunity.1
It will be noted that the Hong Kong Census and Statistics
Department was established as recent as December, 196?. In
1960, a trial survey was made of manufacturers' production,
but. the response was low. The reasons underlying this
failure are: (1) The respondents total lack of co-operation
because he does not have the information needed. For example,
1Personal interview with Mr. . G.C. Lam, Assistant
Statistician, Census and Statistics Department.
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in a small plastic flower factory where the work is dis-
tributed to housewives, even factory personnel do not
know exactly how many people are doing the job for them.
(2) No registration figure is available as some small
factories do not have to register. (3) Freedom of response.
Cooperation is sought on a voluntary basis. Respondents
can refuse to answer any question put to them. Another
reason for this lack of secondary data is Government's
negligance. The Hong Kong Government holds a full census
every year ending with 1, and a by-census ending with 6.
However during this process, no questions were asked on
income, occupation, etc. Hence, it is impossible to con-
struct social statistics. Actually, this is not difficult
to achieve. By adding a few questions on the questionnaire,
social statistics can be constructed quite easily.1
Researchers in Hong Kong seldom use syndicated
services. This is a two-way problem. Since the scope of
the service is limited, there are not enough subscribers
and this restriction-curtails expanding the scope of the
services. At present, this service is offered only in
two fields, i.e. the brand baroki:uet er and airline image
study. This service is highly useful because it economi-
cally provide-continuous information on a variety of
1




Another service which is helpful for advertising
purpose is newspaper advertisement clippings and televis-
ion program recordings. The nature and duration. of each.
commercial program from different channels' is recorded
and distributed to its suubscri.bers. By this service, we
are able to see how competitor-'s advertising programs run,
which media they use, how long they last, etc. Only by
knowing what our competitors do can we direct our advertis-
ing strategy to counter-act them. As one Chinese saying
goes: 'By knowing your competitor as well as you know
yourself, you can win every battle.'
Although it is agreed by most of the respondent
companies that Hong Kong statistics are fairly good in
comparison with other parts of the world, the fact is that
we need improvement and should constantly compare ourselves
with advanced countries such as United States, United King-
dom, Australia, etc. We cannot just be contented with what
we are. We have to look forward to what we can do. There-
fore, secondary data collection in Hong Kong needs plenty of
improvement.
QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGNING
The study has revealed that all marketing researches
in Hong Kong are of a quantitative analysis nature. Through
answers to questions such as who is our consumer, how many
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people have bought our products, etc. are important, the
writer thinks answers to questions 'why' are far more
important to every potential market. Why did consumers
buy our products? Why did they prefer a certain brand over
another? Answers to these questions come from the depth
of a consumer's mind. Only by grasping this information
can a marketing researcher adjust his program to induce
prospective consumers. Unfortunately, such information
is not easy to obtain. Sometimes even the consumer him-
self cannot explain his own behavior because it is a joint
result of several motives. Therefore, this kind of motiva-
tional research demands a great deal of knowledge on psy-
chology and human behavior.
About 75 percent of all research projects carried
out in Hong Kong uses the survey method. This fact clearly
shows that there ' are certain advantages in the use of this
method. The main ones are as followa:l
1. Versatility -- The greatest advantage of survey
method is its versatility, i.e. nearly every problem of
marketing research can be solved by the survey method.
Moreover, there are some problems that can be approached
only through this method, e.g. intention, motivation,
1Haper W. Boyd and Ralph Westfall, Marketing Research
(Revised ed. Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,
1964), p. 152.
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opinion and knowledge. Past data, unless they have been
recorded, can only be found through questioning.
2. Speed -- Asking people what actually happens
is much faster than observing what others do. In some
cases, it is difficult to observe because a tremendous
amount of time is needed, and often such observations
can only be obtained long after the events have finished
in order to give an allowance for the time factor. Hence,
in a survey method, interviewers have more control over
their data-gathering activities since they could proceed
from one interview to another with no intermission in
between.
3. Cost -- Questioning is usually less costly
than observing. Less time is wasted in a survey study
and this means less expense. An observer might watch for
a whole day with no results while an interviewer is more
likely to get results in a shorter span of time. There-
fore, in terms of time consumed as well as money used,
questioning is less costly than observing.
If there are no limitations to the survey method,
then 25 per cent of research projects done in Hong Kong
would not have to be conducted by the observational method.
The main weakness can be outlined as:
1. Unwillingness of respondent to cooperate. Most
interviewers are unknown to the respondent and the subject
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of the interview may or may not be of interest to the
respondent, therefore the interviewer is only counting
on the kindly nature and mood of most human beings to
get the information. Many a time the respondent is
unwilling or do not have the time to answer questions,
especially when they relate to personal matters such as
income, age and so on. This situation is especially true
when using mail questionnaire method where the rejection
rate may be as high as 90 percent. 1
2. Inability of respondent to provide information.
Even if the respondent is willing to cooperate, he may not
have the information that the researcher needs. This is
not strange because most actions taken do not have a con-
scious awareness of the reasons for and against. For
example, only a very limited portion of consumers analyze
their reasons for buying a particular brand of toothpaste
or soap. Other merely'do it on impulse.
3. Influence of question. For some projects which
involve embarrassing questions damaging to the ego, the
respondent may tend to make up the answer. Occasionally,
the respondent will. give answers which he thinks will
please the interviewer so that the latter will quickly
1Harper W. Boyd and Ralph Westfall, Marketing
Research (Revised ed. Homewood, Illinois: Richard D.
Irwin., 1964), p. 153.
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depart. Moreover, each question might not be asked of a
respondent in exactly the same manner, thus creatinga
bias and complicating the whole collecting process.
However, we cannot neglect the application of
observational method to special research projects. The
reasons being: (1) no co-operation is sought since the
observer merely records the events, (2) bias will be very
much minimized or even eliminated. Unfortunately, the
weaknesses that observational method exerts prevent it
from being more widely used. Such weaknesses include:
(1) It cannot reveal such things as attitudes, motivations
and plans. (2) Events of longer duration are difficult to
observe. Personal and intimate activities are not easy
to record. (3) Still-subject to bias by the observer. (4)
More costly and time consuming.
Therefore it is good to note that the majority of
projects conducted in. Hong Kong are of the survey method
because in practice it is superior to observational method.
The writer expects such a situation will prevail in the
future.
Of the research projects conducted by the survey
method, 90 percent were carried out by personal interviews
with a structured-non-disguised questionnaire. The greatest
advantage of structured study is that it produces more
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reliable results.1 In a study by William F. O'Dell,
comparisons between personal interview and mail question-
naire gave the following conclusions:2
1. Mail samples cannot provide a true estimate of
population parameters with measurable sampling error.
2. Sequence bias is a problem in a mail survey,
because respondents can read through a questionnaire
before answering the first question.
3. Open-end questions in a mail survey without
the direct probing of the interviewer, may be answered
in general or neutral terms.
4. Personal questions may evoke noncommittal
answers in a personal interview.
The mail questionnaire method, according to local
marketing research practitioners, is particularly rare
in South East Asia because
1. Response rate is very low. Even in the United
States, the response rate is only 80 percent.3 A mail
study carried out on Europeans in Hong Kong last year had
a response rate of 40 percent.
1Harper W. Boyd. and Ralph Westfall, Marketin
Research (Revised ed. Homewood, Illinois: Richard D.
Irwin, Inc.,-1964), p. 158.
2William F. O'Dell, Personal Interviews or Mail
Panels? Journal of Marketing,. XXVI (October, 1962), pp.
34-39. Reprinted in Hiram C. Barksdale, and William M.
Weilbacher, Marketing' Research (New York: Ronald Press
Company, 196 , pp. 266-27640
3Personal interview with Mr. Preslee, Pepsico Inc.
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2. It is very time-consuming and even with three
follow-up letters, will not turn up the answers.
3. People are permitted to fill in the question-
naire freely. Very often some better educated people
will fill in for others, giving a distorted picture of
the whole situation.
4. The average education standard in South East
Asia is lower than in the West. Even if the respondent
is willing to cooperate, he does not know how to fill in
the mail questionnaire.
5. In,.comparison with the West, the postal service
in South East Asia, is quite limited. It cannot offer a
full coverage to the entire population.
As to the telephone interview method, it is not
too receptive either. Besides, the problems encountered
in the West, another weakness in South East Asia is that
the telephone penetration rate is low. In December 1967,
the number of telephone exchange lines in Hong Kong was
280,8261 while the total household in 1966 by-census was
756,980 2 . Therefore, the penetration rate is only 40
percent.
1Hong Kong Statistics, 1947-1967 (Government Census
and Statistics Department, Government Printing Press, 1969),
p. 131.
2 lbid, p. 33.
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Therefore, the writer thinks at this present
moment, the most suitable method for data collection J_n
Hong Kong is personal interview with standardized q-tu.esti_on-
naire. It has the advantage of creating a favorable rapport
between the interviewer and respondent. Moreover, the
interviewer can observe the respondent's attitude and his
environment when appraising the validity of the data obtained.
Longer and more complex interviews can be channelled through
this method since it is difficult to stop or refuse a
personal interview. It also has the flexibility of stop-
ping or altering the project at any time when mistakes
are found and corrections recommended.. But we have to
understand that this does not mean that every project has
to be conducted in this method. Projects of a different
nature calls for different methods when collecting data.
The group discussion method is highly recommended
for setting hypothesis in preparation of questionnaires.
According to the writer, any research project based solely*
on a group interview, is a risky business.
A mail panel should be advocated to obtain con-
tinuous information for marketers in Hong Kong because it
is the cheapest and fastest way to achieve their objectives.
Right now, only two such services are offered, and they
should be expanded a great deal more to provide marketers
with sufficient background information to arrive at sound
decisions.
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In contrast to other parts of the world, no
special problems exist regarding the design of question-
naires except it should be drafted in'colloquial Canton-
ese. Other aspects of the questionnaire should be con-
structed according to the same rules as those used in
Western countri.es.1 Speaking of the type of questions
being used, it is hard to lay down rules because each
type of question has its merits and drawbacks.2 However
the writer thinks that close-ended questions are more
appropriate to Hong Kong marketing research because they
will give a respondent the least trouble and provide a
guide in the answering process. Moreover, to the writer's
knowledge, most people in Hong Kong are unwilling or do
not wish to express their ideas in an open-ended question
due to the complexity of their environment. A further
advantage of using close-ended questions is that they are
easier to process.
Pre-test is the most important step in the pre-
paration of a questionnaire. Only through pre-testing
can we see what problems exist under actual field condi-
tions. When any change is made, the questionnaire should
1For-a discussion on the rules of constructing
questionnaire, see Harper W. Boyd and Ralph Westfall,
Marketing Research (Revised ed. Homewood, Illinois:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1964), pp. 292-323.
2Harry L. Hansen, Marketing (Homewood, Illinois:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 19T7), pp. 195-1970
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be pre-tested again. Sometimes, pre-tests may amount
to as much as twenty-five times.1 In Hong Kong most pre-
tests are done by a project director, supervisor or at
least a senior interviewer. This is essential because
only experienced persons can detect problems such as
whether the questionnaire is going to obtain the informa-
tion needed for the study, whether the respondent will
understand the question or whether technical terms are
being explained and vague terms avoided, etc.2 These
problems will greatly influence the reliability of data
gathered. The people interviewed in a pre-test should
have the same characteristics as those who will be covered
in the final study, but they should not be included in the
sample as they are used only to test the questionnaire,
not to get information.
DESIGN THE SAMPLE
Almost in any marketing research, samples are
taken. This practice is essential since it is impossible
or difficult to have a full enumeration of the entire
source. The advantages of sampling, according to Cochran,
1Harper W. Boyd and Ralph Westfall, Marketing
Research (Revised ed. Homewood, Illinois: Richard D.
Irwin, Inc., 1964), p. 321.
2Personal interview with Mr. L. Jones, Far East
Research Organization.
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can be summarized below:
1. Reduced cost -- Since data are secured from
only a small fraction of the source, expenditures will
be smaller.
2. Greater speed -- Sampling can reduce the time
needed to gather data through complete enumeration, there-
by providing management with a quicker source of data
supply.
3. Greater accuracy -- Data obtained through samples
may often be more accurate than complete enumeration
because personnel of higher intelligence can be employed
and given intensive training.
4. Greater scope -- In certain studies highly
trained personnel or specialized equipment must be used.
However since their availability is limited, we can con-
tinue with such-studies by sampling.
There are various sampling methods that we can
use. The decision then is to seek, under the prevailing
circumstances, a method which represents the optimum
7''
combination of the following objectives.
William G. Cochran., Sampling Techniques (Tokyo,
Japan: Charles E. Tuttle Company for John Wiley Sons,
Inc. , 1953) ,- p. 2.
2David J. Luck, Hugh G. Wales, and Donald A. Taylor,
Marketing Research (Japan: Maruzen Co., Ltd. for Pren.tice-
Hall, Inc., 1961), p. 180'.
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1. The sample is representative of the whole
population. in the characteristics that are significant
to the problem under study.
2. The sample is sufficiently large that sample
estimates are adequately precise for the purpose.
3. The method of selecting sample permits com-
putation of sampling error.
4. The sample is the most efficient available
relative to time and cost.
5. The entire sampling process has minimum non-
sampling errors.
Theoretically speaking, probability sampling is
the preferred approach because:1
1. It is the only sampling method that provides
estimates which are essentially unbiased and have measura-
bel precision.
2. It does n.ot' depend on the existence of detailed
information about the universe for its effectiveness.
3. It is possible to evaluate the efficiency for
various sample designs only when probability sample is used.
However in reality there are limitations to the
employment of this method. The main ones being: (1) skill
1Harper W. Boyd and Ralph Westfall, Marketing
Research (Revised ed. Homewood, Illinois: Richard D.
Irwin, Inc., 1964). D. 441.
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and experience required for its implementation, (2) time
required to plan and execute, (3) the tremendous cost
involved and most important, (4) the difficulty to obtain
a list of the universe.
In Hong Kong the greatest problem in sampling is
the difficulty to define the sampling frame. With the
limited amount of secondary data provided by the Govern-
ment, one cannot select a sample purely on the basis of
probability, even if one wants to do so. What can be done
is to adapt, as much as possible, the features of probabi-
lity sampling. One such example is the multi-stage area
sampling method. used by one leading marketing research
firm in Hong Kong. 'It is not a true probability sample
because it contains some imperfections:
1. It does not include the floating population,
people living in protected areas, islands and illegal
squatters.
2. The size of the primary sampling unit is
different in each group. For example, new resettlement
estates versus old resettlement estates, city blocks
versua town blocks, etc.
On the other hand, it has incorporated some pro-
bability features because (1) primary sampling units are
selected at random from the four groups, (2) blocks are
selected at random from selected primary sampling units,
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(3) households are selected at random from selected blocks,
and (4) persons are selected at random from selected house-
holds. It is better to have some probability features than
none at all.
Although quota sampling is the most widely used
non-probability sampling method in Hong Kong marketing
research, the writer. thinks the results will not be as
rewarding as those when used in Western countries due to
the limited source of secondary data. By using this method,
the researcher should have an up-to-date knowledge of the
characteristics of the source such as geographic regions,
socio-economic groups, age groups, etc. Unfortunately,
the Hong Kong census data does not provide information on
social variables such as income, employment, etc. In the
circumstances, the researcher has to construct the charac-
teristics by his own expertise on the subject, which is
sometimes very risky. 'Given no other choice, this method
is far better than other non-probability sampling methods.
There is no problem with outlet study as a complete
list of outlet is available. In such a case, probability
sampling is recommended.
Hong Kong is a difficult place to sample because
of the irregularity of areas, sub-areas and mobility of
population. According to one respondent company, 1 one
1 Personal interview with Mr. L. Jones, Far East
Research Organization.
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sampling method might be stratified into types of dwelling
This has the advantage that most people live in one type
of dwelling at night, but the drawback is the large mobility
rate which makes it difficult to obtain up-to-date data.
With regard to the decision on sample sizes, most
marketing researchers it Hong Yong accept accuracy and
objective of a project as the first consideration. The
advantage of gathering reliable information by interview-
ing sufficiently large samples can more Char. offset the
cost incurred.
COLLECTING INFORMATION FROM THE FIELD
This is a very important step in the whole
marketing research procedure. If the field word is not
properly executed, errors will result which greatly
affects the validity of the date. The crrors in ficle
work can be classified into two kinds.
1. Nonresponse crrors --Bcrors come from res-
pondents who do not cooperate, who cannot be located and
who are unsuitable for interview.
2. Response crrors -- Brrors occue in the collect.
ion of inforwation from respondents whose ideas are
different from those which have been recorded.
These problems are quite acute in Hong Kong
marketing research. Rospondents very often do not accept
any interviews. The possible explanation may be that
most people do not know what marketing research is and
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especially in a complicated environment-such as Hong
Kong. They are afraid that accepting an interview will
result in divulgence of confidential information. There
are many methods to deal with this problem.1 The writer
thinks the best way in Hong Kong is to make people aware
of the importance of marketing research and the benefits
they can ultimately get from such research. While suffic-
ient training of interviewers in their general attitude
and manner can definitely help to solve this problem,
monetary awards to respondents are not recommended. Such
awards may cause respondents to become suspicious on. the
one extreme and on the other, may tend to give inf ormat for
they think will please the interviewer.
Most interviewers in Hong Kong, being part-time
employees, come mainly from universities and post-second-
ary colleges. This is beneficial to both parties in the
sense that research companies can get well-educated
students to carry out interviews and students can earn
a small remuneration. for their efforts. However, the
result is not too promising because every company has
experienced a very high turnover rate for interviewers.
One interviewer might work for a week and resign the next
For a detailed discussion of dealing with non-
response errors, see William C. Cochran, Sampling Techniques
(Tokyo, Japan: Charles E., Tuttle Company for John Wiley
Sons, Inc. , 1953) , pp. 292-304.
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week. The reasons for the high turnover rate given by
these companies center around the interviewer. One
reason. is that the Chinese culture associate interview-
ing with invasion of privacy, lack of prestige and being
looked down upon by others.1 Some interviewers do not.
consider it as a Permanent job, thus tend. to be short-
sighted slow and lazy without any sense of responsibility, 2
It is the opinion of the writer that these frustrations
are derived from the difficulties that interviewers have
encountered. An interviewer might call on several res-
pondents and not one may be willing to answer. Sometimes
he is even driven away by suspicious respondents which
greatly affects his interest in the profession. Of course
low pay and the fact that there is no job shortage in Hong
Kong has prevented people from participation in this work.
Therefore, the real solution to this problem is twofold.
Firstly, to educate the general public on the importance*
of marketing research so that they are willing to accept
interviews and secondly, to have a strong training and
controlling program for interviewers.
The recruiting of interviewers should also be
offered to people of other professions and not restricted
1Personal interview with Mr. J. Wiley, Survey
Research Hong Kong.
2Personal interview with Mr. L. Murry, International
Research Associates.
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to students. Sometimes older people can obtain better
information because they are mature, experienced and
can react smartly to different situations. In view of
the difficulties encountered in interviewing, the remunera-
tion should be adequate to compensate for the strenuous
efforts in gathering information and to attract prominent
persons to enter this line of business. Though full-time
interviewers are not necessary, they can devote their
whole attention to gathering information which, sometimes,
is more economical in terms of speed and accuracy.
As to training, supervision and 'control in field
work, they were performed quite satisfactorily within
the research firms, but a lot has to be done by those
companies which have a marketing research department. It
is clear that practice interviewing is definitely not
adequate to constitute a training program. It should be
expanded to include written instruction, lectures, role
playing, practice interviewing, cases, etc. for every
project. As to supervision, every new interviewer should
be closely watched in the field for a certain period of
time and each interviewer when he is on his own, should
be supervised occasionally. Returned questionnaires
should be edited every day so that any errors may be re-
medied immediately. Sufficient training, supervision and





In this chapter, the writer tries to summarize
the whole study by listing some of the significient
findings. In a later part, the writer will offer some
suggestions for improving marketing research in Hong Kong.
SUMMARY
The study of member companies of the Hong Kong
Market Research Society revealed these findings:
I. General Situation
1. The history of Hong Kong marketing research
started only ten years-ago. The first known marketing
research was carried out in 1960.
2. A close estimate of the expenditure of market-
ing research in Hong Kong last year is H.K.31.5 million.
It is so small, it cannot even be compared to advertising
1
expenses.
3. Companies engaged in marketing research in
Hong Kong can be divided into three kinds: those which
1Personal interview with Mr. Allen C.K. Leung,
British-American Tobacco Company (Hong Kong) Limited.
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have marketing research departments, marketing research
firms and monitoring service companies.
4. Nearly all research projects carried out
in Hong Kong are consumer and market. Few industrial.
researches have been carried out in the past year.
5. All researches done in. Hong Kong in the
past year are of quantitative analysis. No qualitative
studies, e.g., depth interview, motivational research,
etc. were carried out.
II. Secondary Data
6. All companies doing marketing research in
Hong Kong looked for secondary data first when problems
arose.
7. The secondary data which Hong Kong market-
ing researchers often refer to is Census data and
Government departmental reports.
8. Compared to most parts of the world, the
Hong Kong Census and Governmental data is fairly good.
However, if compared with advanced countries, numerous
discrepancies were noted. The main. ones being lack of
breakdown in trade statistics, no production. figures,
no GNP figure, no social statistics, etc.
9. The contribution of secondary data in solv-
ing marketing research problems in Hong Kong is minimal.
Most researchers use Census data only to determine the
sample frame.
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III. Means of Obtaining Information
10. Seventy-five per cent of marketing researches
done in Hong Kong last year were of the survey method,
though it is fairly common to use both survey and observa-
tional methods in one study.
11. Among those research projects carried out by
the survey method, over 90 per cent employed personal
interviews to obtain data. Sometimes group discussion
was also used.
12. Most marketing research projects are conducted
on a structured nondisguised base, i.e., the questionnaire
is standardized and the objective of the study is disclosed
to the respondent.
IV. Questionnaire Design
13. In drafting questionnaire in marketing research,
no special probl-ems exist that are particular to Hong Kong
except that the questionnaires should be drafted in
colloquial Cantonese.
14. Questions used in questionnaires vary among
different projects, but researchers in Hong Kong tend to
use more objective and close-ended questions.
15. Every questionnaire, after it has been drafted,
must be pre-tested. Usually someone senior in the research
department or company carries out the pre-test, and the
person who will be pretested has the same characteristics
of the final sample but will not be included in the later.
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V. Sampling
16. All respondent companies have selected samples
in their marketing research studies.
17. The greatest problem of sampling in Hong Kong
is the non-existance of a sampling frame.
18. Given the element of time and cost, most com-
panies try to incorporate as much as possible probability
features into their sampling method. The most commonly
used probability sample in Hong Kong is the multi-stage
area sample whereas the widely used non-probability sample
is the quota sample.
19. In deciding sample sizes, the first consideration
for all marketing research departments or companies, is
accuracy and objective of project.
20. No panel is used to carry out marketing re-
search projects in Hong Kong. Even in those syndicated
services, a different sample is used each time.
VI. Data Collectic r and Field Supervision
21. The interviewers required by each project,
though varying great7..-,r, are selected according to four
basic criteria: ability, education standard, age and ex-
perience.
22. Most-interviewers are employed on a part-time
basis. They consist of university and post-secondary
college students.
23. Only those marketing research firms have tough
and strong training programs for their interviewers.
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Training in other companies is inadequate to turn out
interviewers with enough skill. and techniques in inter-
viewing.
24. Supervision. and control of interviewers is
performed quite satisfactorily by marketing research
companies, but not so by other companies.
25. The great problem in collecting data from
the field in Hong Kong is the negative attitude adopted
by respondents. If proper training and control is exerted
there would be no serious problems for interviewers.
26. No money is paid to respondents in. exchange
for their information. It was also agreed that such action
is unnecessary.
VII. Reports
27. In the analyzing of data, since most of the
projects carried out in Hong Kong are on. a minor scale,
the manual method is used to tabulate data.
28. Though a report will follow completion of each
research project, not every report will carry recommenda-
tions.
29. According to the study, no field research pro-
ject ended in failure last year. In other words, the
results appeared to be what was forecasted.
SUGGESTIONS
The writer has stressed previously that the history
of marketing research in Hong Kong is short. It is however
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undergoing a dynamic and vivid change. Not only in Hong
Kong, even in the United States where the science of .
marketing research emerged, it experienced a substantial
improvement. Green and Frank used a graph to indicate
the growth rate of innovation in advertising-marketing
research at Figure IV.
They further pointed out that significant changes
in marketing research lie in three areas:
1. Formal education and continuous training pro-
gramme for marketing research personnel and. marketing
management.
2. Growing involvement of line managers in market-
ing research.
3. The emergence of the research generalist and
more centralized decision making authority.
As to the future development of research techni-
ques, Green and Frank envision data collection and process-
ing procedures will be totally computerized. For example,
the tabulation and analysis of standard research question-
naires will be fully automated, and results stored in
computer files consumer purchases will be recorded on
cash register computers, etc.
These changes are so rapid that if Hong Kong
elects to remain static in this field, she would soon be
left far behind other countries. The writer thinks im-
provements in Hong Kong marketing research can be made
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through three channels:
I. Educate the General Public on the Importance of
Marketing Research
The greatest difficulty in marketing research
in Hong Kong is the fact that people are not willing
to be interviewed. They are afraid that marketing
research is some form of intrusion into their private
lives and eventually some detrimental action will be
taken against them. This ignorance can be eliminated
only if they know what marketing research is and the
benefits to them. Therefore, government should play
an important role in providing the general public with
more educational facilities, such as compulsory educa-
tion to a certain year, opening more public- libraries,
etc. Only through raising the average education stand-
ard of the Hong Kong people can we communicate more
freely and openly with them in the marketing research
process. Of course, we cannot expect every one in Hong
Kong to become a marketing research expert, but at least
we would like him to have some idea of marketing research
and how it can benefit him.
II. Educate Marketing Research Personnel
Another problem encountered in marketing research
in Hong Kong is the lack of educated and prominent local
personnel. Virtually all coqipanies which the writer has
interviewed said they could not recruit any personnel
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total enrollment is only about fifteen.
It is suggested that other similar institutions
should start offering marketing research courses.
Examples are the Chung Chi College, the United College,
the Hong Kong University, the Technical College and.
other post-secondary colleges. These courses should
be offered on a continuous basis, and they should be
dealt with in depth. Statistics, Psychology, and
Sociology courses should also be offered because market-
ing research rely quite heavily on these subjects..
As to the problem of how to educate business
people, seminars and short courses would be more appro-
priate. The Market Research Society of Hong Kong held
the first seminar on marketing research in January, 1970.
It is suggested that such seminars should be continued
annually, or even bi-annually. Short courses should
also be offered by this society as well as the Hong
Kong Management Association, the Productivity Centre,
and by leading marketing research firms, etc. It has
been said that the business world tends to neglect
marketing research when things are going well.1 With
the aid of such short courses, the business people will
have some-basic concept of marketing research and more
1Personal interview with Mr. L. Jones, Far East
Research Organization.
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with even a basic training in marketing research. Thus
they have no choice but to take whatever is available --
someone intelligent yet lacking in marketing research
fundamentals. This problem is acute. How can a person
be expected to satisfactorily perform a function when
he does not have the slightest knowledge of that function?
The only two institutes in Hong Kong which offer
courses on marketing research are both faculties of the
Chinese University of Hong Kong. New Asia College,
under the zealous efforts of Dr. C.T. Chen, Head of the
Department of Business Management, started a course on
marketing research in the fall 'of 1967. It operated
for three years and at present, Dr. J. Mark Mobius helps
to teach the practical application of marketing research.
Students are encouraged to carry out research projects
themselves in order to gain practical experience. To-
date, two reports have been produced. 1 The Lingnan
Institute of Business Administration also offers market-
ing research courses. In 1967, the instructor was Pro-
fessor Lee F. Preston and in 1969, Professor William F.
O'Dell. It is quite clear that these courses cannot
turn out sufficient marketing research personnel as the
1Two reports are "A Survey on Readership, Studies
and Opinion of-the Students of the Chinese University of
Hong Kong, "and "A Survey on Soft Drink Consumption in
Hong Kong."
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important, they will appreciate the contribution of market-
ing research to the success of an enterprise.
III. Improve Existing Marketing Research Techniques
Marketing research is undergoing substantial changes,
and the techniques being used vary greatly. It is difficult
to lay down rules as to which techniques should be used
because of the different nature and objectives of each
individual research project. We can only say that under
such circumstances, one method could be better than. others.
More research projects should be.carried out to
study the 'why' behavior of consumers, rather than the 'what'
facts of the market. The importance of such information
cannot be to highly stressed, as it can substantiate a se-
parate study. It should not be included into another study
only as a few questions on the questionnaires.
Improvements, according to the writer, should be
made to the following aspects:
1. Secondary Data
Though compared with most parts of the world,
secondary data in Hong Kong is fairly good, we cannot be
contented with what we have. What the data lacks, as
mentioned earlier, are the absence of the manufacturer's
production figure, no import and export breakdown, no
social statistics, out-of-date figures, no gross nat:icr,,al
product figure, - etc. We can solve this problem in two
ways: by governmental assistance and public cooperation
It is happy to note that the Hong Kong Government
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has tried to improve secondary data. Such examples are
the production census , national income survey and labor
statistics, all of which are expected to be completed in
the near future. In. the 1971 census, questions will be
asked on income, occu.pation., age etc. so as to construct
social statistics. 1 Import and export figures should be
broken down into smaller categories, not just the total.
Effort should also be made to up-date these figures and
to deal with the problem of population mobility in Hong
Kong.
The general public should cooperate with the
Government. Importers and exporters should submit accurate
report to the Government on goods they have imported and
exported. Every business should be registered and any
changes should be disclosed to the Government. Labor
figures should be reported. Moreover, the importance of
statistics should be stressed. Even the Census and Statis-
tics Department was established as recently as December,
1967. Formal statistical training can only be obtained
from the two universities and Technical College.1 This
is a sign that the subject of statistics is not receiving
the attention it deserves. Therefore, in order to obtain
cooperation,-the importance of statistics should be em-
1Personal interview with Mr. G.C. Lam, Assistant
Statistician, Census and Statistics Department.
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phasized and the education standard be raised.
2. Means of Obtaining Information
Uner present conditions, researches in Hong
Kong have to be carried out by personal interviews on a
standardized questionnaire. Mail and telephone inter-
views should not be used as the telephone penetration
rate is low and people are not willing or not able to
reply to questions by mail. Perhaps within the near
future when the education standard is raised and every
household has a set of telephone, the two methods might
be adopted.
Group discussion is a good means to prepare the
drafting of questionnaires, but not rewarding enough to
be used as a means to obtain final primary data. Mail
panel should be used to provide a continuous information
on syndicated services.
In marketing research projects carried out in
Hong Kong, questionnaires should be drafted in colloquial
Cantonese, and more close-ended questions should be used.
3. Sampling
Hong Kong is a difficult place to sample
because there is no sampling frame. However, if improve-
ments on secondary data are made, this problem will be
greatly reduced. The existence of sampling frame can
result quicker and reliable samples.
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It is hard. to say which sampling method should
be used in Hong Kong, but if possible at all, each .sample
should be drawn with some features of probability. The
multi-stage area sampling method used by some marketing
researchers in. Hong Kong is quite a good one. Some
modifications to it could be more rewarding. These modi-
fications are: to include other people into the source
which have not previously been included.,' i. e . , floating
population, people living in restricted areas, outlying
islands and illegal squatters and to equalize the size
of primary sampling Units.
While the limitation. of time and money is that
it is impossible to use a probability sample, a quota
sample is a better substitute than other non-probability
samples. Here again, the importance of secondary data comes
into existence because we have to know the characteristics
of the source before we can construct our quota.
As to the determination of sample size, we should
never take cost as the first consideration. The benefit
of having good and accurate results would more than offset
the cost involved in selecting samples.
4 . Field Work
The greatest problem of marketing research in
Hong Kong is in field work implementation. This problem
occurs in two ways: difficult in recruiting good inter-
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viewers and uncooperative response from respondents.
However, these difficulties may be eliminated if the
general education standard in Hong Kong is raised.
Being more educated, respondents will appreciate the
benefit they can get from marketing research, and is
more likely to cooperate with the interviewer and give
as much information as they can. On the other hand,
being an interviewer is no longer regarded as something
auspect. The ease of response from those interviewed
will attract lots of people to this line of t? profess-
ion. Once they have decided to stay in the business,
training and supervision will always produce good inter-
viewers. Therefore,the key factor is to educate the
public and not so much to deride interviewers for lack
of responsibility.
Training, supervision and control are the keys to
reliable data. In this respect, research firms in Hong
Kong have done quite a good job, but other companies ienich
the writer has interviewed leaves much roam for improvements.
Marketing research. in Hong Kong is new, so are the
techniques used. We can also envision the 1970s, when
data collection and processing procedures will be computer-
ized like those in the United States. As the standard of
education becomes higher and the rapid increase in domestic
telephone installations,more research projects will be
channelled through this media because it is the least
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expensive means of obtaining primary information.
As activities involved in marketing research
in Hong Kong become more complex, better educated
marketing researchers are needed. Therefore, we anti-
cipate a very bright future for marketing research, and
its door is always open to those who are interested.
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APPENDIX
LIST OF PERSONS INTERVIEWED
NAME AFFILIATED COMPANY
Mr. Joseph L. Bevirt Dow Chemical A. G.
Miss Ch Sterling Drug
Mr. D. Folta Trade Development Council
Mr. L. Jones Far East, Research Organization
Mr. G. C. Lam Census and Statistics Department
Miss Loretta Lee Grant Research
Mr. Allan C . K. Leung British-American Tobacco Company
(Hong Kong) Limited
Dr. J. Mark Mobius Coral_ Inc.
Mr. L. Murry International Research Associates
Mr. Franki Ng Eli Lily
Mr. M. O'Neill Marketing Services Hong Kong
Mr. Preslee Pepsico Inc.
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香 港 中 文 大 學 嶺 南 商 科 研 究 院 碩 士 論 文
香 港 市 場 調 查 者 所 採 用 之 技 術
劉 　 穗
一 九 七 ○ 年 十 月
1第 一 章 　 導 論
㈠ 市 場 學 對 企 業 之 重 要 性
顧 客 對 企 業 本 身 的 生 存 ， 具 有 很 大 的 影 响 。 換 言 之 ，
在 其 他 情 況 不 變 之 下 ， 某 企 業 若 能 鞏 固 其 市 場 ， 則 在 一 公
開 競 爭 的 商 業 社 會 中 ， 自 能 佔 有 一 有 利 之 地 位 。 圖 一 對 此















2就 製 造 業 而 言 ， 當 資 金 、 勞 力 、 原 料 及 設 備 同 時 投 入
時 ， 生 產 立 即 開 始 。 經 過 一 連 串 之 生 產 程 序 後 ， 產 生 了 製
成 品 。 製 成 品 投 入 市 場 後 變 成 應 收 帳 款 ， 應 收 帳 款 變 現 後
又 取 得 資 金 ， 再 度 投 入 生 產 。 就 非 製 造 業 而 言 ， 其 所 不 同
者 ， 只 是 投 入 現 金 以 購 買 製 成 品 予 以 轉 售 ， 而 不 經 過 繁 雜
之 生 產 程 序 而 已 ， 其 他 則 均 與 製 造 業 相 同 。 圖 一 顯 示 此 一
企 業 循 環 之 運 行 ， 完 全 依 靠 其 變 現 之 能 力 。 換 言 之 ， 即 如
何 將 產 品 由 生 產 者 之 手 中 推 銷 至 消 費 者 之 手 中 ， 此 即 為 市
場 學 之 目 的 。 由 此 可 見 市 場 學 對 企 業 之 重 要 性 。
㈠ 市 場 調 查 之 重 要 性
3何 謂 市 場 調 查 ， 根 據 美 國 市 場 學 學 報 定 名 委 員 會 之 報
告 ： 市 場 學 乃 搜 集 ， 記 錄 及 分 析 貨 物 及 勞 務 由 生 產 者 至 消
費 者 所 產 生 問 題 之 一 切 事 實 。 再 由 市 場 調 查 費 用 觀 察 市 場
調 查 之 重 要 性 ， 則 在 一 九 四 七 年 ， 美 國 之 市 場 調 查 費 用 僅
為 五 千 萬 元 ， 但 在 一 九 六 九 年 ， 此 數 字 已 躍 升 為 六 億 元 。
市 場 調 查 在 高 層 管 理 之 決 定 過 程 中 ， 佔 有 何 種 地 位 ？
據波爾( Bayed )及威斯發( Weatfatt )。其功能如下：
A
編 好 ， 市 場 競 爭 程 度 ， 所 佔 之 市 場 份 等 等 ， 作 一 明
確 之 顯 露 ， 高 層 人 員 能 根 據 此 種 資 料 ， 作 出 一 長
4之 目 標 ， 以 應 付 時 刻 在 變 之 環 境 。
B
作 出 計 劃 。 目 標 確 定 之 後 ， 應 作 出 種 種 謀 劃 ， 付 諸
實 行 。 市 場 調 查 能 協 助 組 織 此 種 謀 劃 ， 如 產 品 ， 分
配 途 徑 ， 個 人 銷 售 ， 廣 告 及 價 格 計 劃 等 。
C
協 助 組 織 。 如 銷 售 組 織 調 查 及 銷 售 管 理 調 查 等 ， 均
可 對 企 業 之 組 織 作 一 評 價 。
D 控 制 及 評 價 。 市 場 調 查 常 被 用 為 控 制 及 評 價 之 工 具
。 例 如 廣 告 調 查 可 用 以 評 價 廣 告 之 效 用 ， 零 售 商 調
查 可 用 以 比 較 不 同 分 銷 途 徑 之 表 現 等 。
由 此 可 見 市 場 調 查 對 企 業 之 重 要 性 。 我 們 可 以 預 言 。
5在 一 九 七 ○ 年 代 ， 若 市 場 調 查 所 供 應 之 消 息 準 確 而 又 有 關
， 則 其 對 企 業 之 影 响 將 愈 趨 重 要 。
㈢ 調 查 技 術 對 市 場 調 查 之 重 要 。
根據前述兩位美國市場調查專家波爾( Boyd )及威斯發
( Weatfatt )之意見，市場調查可分七階段：
㈠ 指 出 問 題 所 在 。
㈡ 決 定 消 息 來 源 。
㈢ 準 備 資 料 搜 集 表 格 。
㈣ 決 定 樣 本 。
㈤ 搜 集 資 料 。
㈥ 整 理 、 編 號 、 製 表 及 分 析 資 料 。
㈦ 編 寫 報 告 。
在 此 七 階 段 中 之 任 何 一 階 段 ， 調 查 技 術 對 其 結 果 具 有
很 大 的 影 响 力 。 如 所 採 用 之 技 術 不 當 ， 則 對 其 他 各 階 段 之
成 果 將 產 生 連 鎖 之 影 响 。 故 在 某 一 階 段 時 所 作 之 技 術 上 決
策 ， 常 波 及 整 個 調 查 之 成 績 。 因 此 ， 市 場 調 查 者 對 每 一 階
段 所 採 用 之 技 術 必 須 十 分 謹 慎 。
㈣ 本 研 究 之 目 的 ， 範 圍 及 程 序
作 者 曾 在 陶 氏 化 學 公 司 市 場 調 查 部 門 工 作 三 個 月 ， 故
對 本 港 市 場 調 查 之 技 術 ， 稍 有 認 識 。 本 研 究 之 目 的 ， 在 對
7本 港 市 場 調 查 之 技 術 作 一 初 步 之 調 查 ， 作 為 將 來 深 入 研 究
之 藍 本 。
本 研 究 之 範 圍 ， 只 限 於 本 港 之 香 港 市 場 調 查 會 之 會 員
公 司 。 蓋 市 場 調 查 之 範 圍 太 廣 ， 即 路 旁 之 生 果 小 販 每 天 問
生 果 批 發 商 詢 問 價 格 ， 亦 可 作 為 一 種 市 場 調 查 。 故 此 不 能
不 將 範 圍 縮 小 至 現 時 為 香 港 市 場 調 查 會 之 會 員 公 司 。
本 研 究 之 方 法 ， 乃 用 個 人 訪 問 之 方 式 ， 向 此 十 一 間 公
司 作 一 詳 細 之 訪 問 。 因 香 港 之 次 級 資 料 十 分 缺 乏 ， 就 市 場
調 查 而 言 ， 甚 至 可 以 說 完 全 無 此 等 資 料 。 故 作 者 之 調 查 結
果 ， 完 全 根 據 十 一 間 公 司 所 供 給 之 資 料 ， 雖 然 可 能 不 十 分
8詳 細 ， 便 此 為 唯 一 可 能 在 香 港 取 得 之 有 關 市 場 調 查 之 資 料
。
9第 二 章 　 香 港 現 行 之 市 場 調 查 技 術
㈠ 香 港 市 場 調 查 之 狀 況
香 港 有 記 錄 之 市 場 調 查 ， 始 自 一 九 六 ○ 年 香 港 旅 遊 協
會 委 托 國 際 市 場 研 究 所 所 作 之 旅 遊 調 查 。 自 此 之 後 ， 市 場
調 查 漸 被 重 視 、 不 少 公 司 均 設 立 市 場 調 查 部 門 。 此 等 公 司
可 分 為 三 大 類 ：
㈠ 公 司 本 身 設 有 市 場 調 查 部 門 。 此 多 為 各 國 在 本 港 之
分 公 司 及 本 港 較 大 之 公 司 。
㈡ 市 場 調 查 公 司 。 此 等 公 司 專 替 顧 客 調 查 而 收 取 服 務
費 用 。 其 服 務 乃 不 定 期 者 。
㈢ 定 期 性 之 服 務 公 司 。 此 等 公 司 定 期 供 給 市 場 消 息 給 予
訂 購 者 。
㈡ 決 定 消 息 之 來 源
消 息 之 來 源 ， 不 外 兩 大 類 ： 原 始 資 料 及 次 級 資 料 。 香
港 之 市 場 調 查 者 多 先 利 用 次 級 資 料 ， 如 人 口 調 查 報 告 ， 政
府 各 部 門 報 告 ， 貿 易 統 計 數 字 ， 房 屋 協 會 報 告 等 。 當 此 等
次 級 資 料 不 能 滿 足 要 求 時 ， 始 開 始 搜 集 原 始 資 料 。
㈢ 準 備 資 料 搜 集 表 格
當 市 場 調 查 者 決 定 採 用 原 始 資 料 時 ， 即 須 開 始 決 定 表
格 及 搜 集 之 方 法 。 搜 集 方 法 可 分 個 別 訪 問 ， 電 話 及 郵 寄 詢
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問 等 。 在 香 港 ， 約 有 百 分 之 九 十 調 查 係 利 用 個 人 訪 問 方 式
。 至 於 問 卷 之 設 計 、 應 以 簡 單 為 原 則 ， 且 應 以 廣 東 話 發 問
。
㈣ 決 定 樣 本
選 樣 方 法 可 分 ： 隨 机 性 及 非 隨 机 性 兩 大 類 。 就 原 則 言
， 隨 機 選 樣 方 法 較 可 靠 ； 但 就 實 際 言 ， 有 時 不 可 能 選 得 隨
機 樣 本 。 故 應 在 此 兩 者 之 間 權 衡 輕 重 ， 決 定 適 當 之 選 樣 方
法 。
㈤ 搜 集 資 料
訪 問 員 之 素 質 及 其 所 受 之 訓 練 ， 對 其 所 取 得 之 結 果 具
12
有 很 大 關 係 。 因 此 ， 對 訪 問 員 之 聘 請 、 素 質 、 經 驗 及 訓 練
， 須 十 分 重 視 。
㈥ 整 理 、 編 號 、 製 表 及 分 析 資 料
在 此 方 面 、 香 港 與 其 他 各 地 所 用 方 法 大 体 相 同 、 且 多
為 利 用 人 力 整 理 。 惟 將 來 規 模 擴 大 時 ， 勢 須 採 用 電 腦 操 作
。
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第 三 章 　 香 港 市 場 調 查 技 術 之 評 價
㈠ 資 料 之 來 源
香 港 之 次 級 資 料 十 分 缺 乏 。 雖 然 此 等 資 料 並 不 能 根 本
解 決 我 們 的 問 題 ， 但 最 低 限 度 能 對 解 決 的 方 法 作 一 提 示 。
因 此 香 港 政 府 應 設 法 改 善 此 一 情 況 。
㈡ 問 卷 之 設 計
香 港 人 口 百 分 之 九 十 以 上 為 廣 東 人 ， 故 對 顧 客 之 調 查
問 卷 應 由 廣 東 話 組 成 ， 其 他 細 節 ， 如 問 題 方 式 及 字 句 的 斟
酌 等 ， 亦 應 十 分 留 意 。
㈢ 選 樣
14
在 盡 可 能 情 況 下 ， 盡 量 利 用 隨 機 選 樣 方 法 。 此 項 方 法
之 優 點 在 能 真 正 代 表 母 体 之 特 性 。
㈣ 搜 集 資 料
在 香 港 、 搜 集 資 料 之 困 難 在 於 被 訪 問 者 拒 絕 接 受 訪 問
、 或 採 取 不 合 作 態 度 。 對 此 言 人 應 教 導 市 民 認 識 市 場 調 查
之 重 要 性 及 對 彼 等 之 好 處 ， 勿 採 敵 對 態 度
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第 四 章 　 結 論 及 建 議
香 港 市 場 調 查 之 歷 史 雖 甚 短 、 但 未 來 發 展 却 大 有 前 途
。 因 各 個 有 關 團 体 均 在 設 法 教 導 市 民 認 識 市 場 調 查 之 重 要
性 。
建 議
㈠ 教 導 市 民 認 識 市 場 調 查 之 重 要 性 。 如 利 用 各 種 免 費
教 育 、 圖 書 館 等 均 可 協 助 市 民 得 到 市 場 調 查 之 消 息 。
㈡ 訓 練 市 場 調 查 專 員 。 至 目 前 為 止 ， 香 港 市 場 調 查 人
員 十 分 缺 乏 ， 因 此 影 响 市 場 調 查 之 發 展 。 各 大 專 學 校 應 多
設 市 場 調 查 課 程 、 以 利 有 志 者 供 讀 。
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㈢ 改 良 現 行 之 市 場 調 查 技 術 。 雖 然 條 條 大 路 通 羅 馬 ，
我 們 應 選 取 最 快 捷 之 道 路 、 同 理 、 在 市 場 調 查 方 面 ， 我 們
應 選 取 最 完 善 之 技 術 。


